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Elements of Indian Music introduces the Indian melodic system in
an accessible manner within the realm of Western music theory. It
demonstrates a new archetype in music composition for
composers of any genre, as well as composition teachers and
anyone interested in ethnomusicology. This book contains a set of
12 études for piano and transcriptions for classical guitar. Each
étude is about one minute in length and utilizes notes from a
particular Indian scale. An intermediate to advanced skill level is
required to perform each étude. Practicing and performing these
studies is an excellent way to expand one's musical perspective
beyond traditional diatonic scales. Indian music has intrigued the
West for a long time, but hasn't always been accessible because
of the absence of a systematic approach to theory and repertoire.
Just as the Western harmonic system is well developed, the Indian
melodic system is very advanced and equally established. The
intermingling of these two worlds can inspire new, exceptional
sonic landscapes. Useful literature on the evolution of the Indian
melodic system is also included, with notes on how it can be used
as a modus operandi by Western musicians who wish to apply
Indian scales in Western compositions and improvisations. Includes
access to online audio.
The Life and Music of Ravi Shankar Mel Bay Publications, 
Incorporated
Collection of papers on the psycho-acoustics of music.
Raga Delineation in Instrumental Music Munshiraj
Manoharlal Pub Pvt Limited
This Is A Book Of And About The Classical Music Of North India,
Among The Oldest Continual Musical Traditions Of The World. This
Volume Introduces The Great Richness And Variety Of The
Different Styles Of Music As Taught By One Of The Century'S
Greatest Musicians, Ali Akbar Khan.
Understanding Rāga Music Oxford University Press on Demand
This is an advisable work of art and a real contributor to the
movement towards greater understanding of Indian Classical
Music. A Bible on Indian Music, a treasure of knowledge and ideas
on the subject. Distills the essence of Indian Classical Music. This
book deals with the communication of identical phrases and
single notes projecting various shades within a particular raga or
in different ragas. An admirable work of art and a real
contribution to the know classical music movement.
The Grammar of North Indian Rāgas Penon Knackéw
By turns essay, memoir and cultural study, Finding the Raga is
Amit Chaudhuri's singular account of his discovery of, and
enduring passion for, North Indian music: an ancient, evolving
tradition whose principles and practices will alter the reader’s
notion of what music might - and can - be. Tracing the music's
development, Finding the Raga dwells on its most distinctive and
mysterious characteristics: its extraordinary approach to time,
language and silence; its embrace of confoundment, and its ethos
of evocation over representation. The result is a strange gift of a
book, for musicians and music lovers, and for any creative mind in
search of diverse and transforming inspiration.
The Rāgs of North Indian Music Trivandrum, India: CBH
Publications
Study on Indian Carnatic music and ragas; with musical letter
notations of compositions in the singing style.
Modes, Melodies, and Musical Notations from the Gupta
Period to C. 1250 Penguin Group
This Book Gives Exposition To The Wide And Varied Concept Of
The Ragas, Which Are Timeless, Without History And Chronicle
And Relate To Nothing Beyond The Moment. The Book Gives The
Reader A Few Facts On Indian Music And Tries To Turn The
Readers Attention To The Direction And Source From Which The
True Enjoyment And Meaning Of The Fantastic Heritage Of Raga
Music Emerges. It Maintains That The Best Training Method Is The
Time-Honoured Guru-Shichya Parampara.
Sangitaratnakara of Sarngadeva Springer
Master's Thesis from the year 2019 in the subject Musicology,
grade: 8.5, , language: English, abstract: The present work
attempts to study the impact of Hindustani Classical Music on
Bollywood in a legitimate manner using a statistical approach
emphasizing on statistical modeling of musical structure and
performance and other statistical features such as note duration
and inter-onset interval with a case study in raga Yaman. Any
music originates in the society and develops with the changing
realities of it. It accepts new and modifies the existing cultural
norms in different periods of time. This process of acceptance and
rejection makes any form of art exist for long. Inspite of all this, in various phases, Hindustani classical music, being the base of many popular Bollywood songs has helped in their popularity and lifelong existence because of the strong focus on melody. A raga, which is the nucleus of Indian classical music, be it Hindustani or Carnatic, is a melodic structure with fixed notes and a set of rules which characterize a certain mood conveyed by performance. Hindustani ragas have embraced the elements of several Bollywood songs, which has given these songs a strong impact despite the strong influence of western art music in Bollywood music industry. The present work attempts to study this impact in a legitimate manner using a statistical approach emphasizing on statistical modeling of musical structure and performance and other statistical features such as note duration and inter onset interval with a case study in raga Yaman. It turns out that the same statistical model for both the raga bandish and a song based on the same raga, i.e., Yaman, an evening raga of the Kalyan thaat.

Computational Musicology in Hindustani Music Trafford Publishing

Ragas in Indian Classical Music South Asia Books
A Scientific Study Oxford University Press, USA

The Raga Guide is an introduction to Hindustani ragas, the melodic basis for the classical music of Northern India, Pakistan, Nepal and Bangladesh.

The Influence of Hindustani Classical Music on Bollywood Songs. A Statistical Outlook Chhandayan Incorporated

In an incredible effort, this short book takes one through a musical journey of a lifetime. From mastering a single note to the complexities of raga exposition and emotional expression, from the basic musical perception of time to masterful and intricate rhythmic play, it explores a student’s journey through learning, assimilation and an ultimate alchemical transformation into an artiste.

Ragas in Carnatic Music Kanishka Publishers
Illustrations: B/w Illustrations Description: This book is a step-by-step practical guide to North Indian music. With the help of this book, the reader can understand the basic aspects of North Indian music and learn to appreciate it better. It describes the ten basic ra.g. of North Indian classical music. It also gives instructions on how to sing and how to play the musical instruments. This book describes the tonal patterns and the tonal embellishments. By following the practical exercises given in this book, you can train your voice, sing notes correctly, develop your own ability to improvise, and make your own tonal patterns. This book is your guide to creating and singing your own rág. Objectives:

- To understand the structure and composition of Hindustani ragas
- To learn how to sing and play the music
- To appreciate the music
- To understand the different raga schools

Objective Classification of Hindustani Ragas TRAFFORD Publishing

An autobiographical exploration of the role and meaning of music in our world by one of India’s leading and influential musicians, a vocalist and performer.

Objective Classification of Hindustani Ragas TRAFFORD Publishing

An autobiographical exploration of the role and meaning of music in our world by one of India’s leading and influential musicians, a vocalist and performer. Amit Chaudhuri, novelist, critic, and essayist, is also a musician, trained in the Indian classical vocal tradition but equally fluent as a guitarist and singer in the American folk music style, who has recorded his experimental compositions extensively and performed around the world. A turning point in his life took place when, as a lonely teenager living in a high-rise in Bombay, far from his family’s native Calcutta, he began, contrary to all his prior inclinations, to study Indian classical music. Finding the Raga cronologies and the way it has changed to affect and transform not only how Chaudhuri listens to and makes music but how he listens to and thinks about the world at large. Offering a highly personal introduction to Indian music, the book is also a meditation on the differences between Indian and Western music and art-making as well as the ways they converge in a modernism that Chaudhuri reframes not as a twentieth-century Western art movement but as a fundamental mode of aesthetic response, at once immemorial and extraterritorial. Finding the Raga combines musicological, practical and cultural criticism, and philosophical reflection on the same individuality and flare that Chaudhuri demonstrates throughout a uniquely wide-ranging, challenging, and enthralling body of work.

The Ultimate Riyaaz Book Penguin Random House India Private Limited

On Hindustani music.

101 Raaga-S for the 21st Century and Beyond GRIN Verlag

A Times Spectator, TLS and BBC Music Magazine Book of the Year

Over eight decades, Ravi Shankar was India’s greatest cultural ambassador who took Indian classical music to the world’s leading concert halls and festivals, charting the map for those who followed. Renowned for his association with The Beatles - teaching George Harrison sitar - Shankar turning the Sixties generation on to Indian music, astonishing the crowds at Woodstock, Monterey Pop and the Concert for Bangladesh with his virtuosity. He radically reshaped jazz and Western classical music as well as writing film scores, including Pather Panchali and Gandhi, and transformed awareness of Indian culture in the process. Indian Sun is the first biography of Ravi Shankar. Benefitting from unprecedented access to family archives, Oliver Craske paints a vivid picture of a captivating, restless workaholic, who lived a passionate and extraordinary life - from his childhood in his brother’s dance troupe, through intensive study of the sitar, to his revival of the national music scene; and from the 1950s, a pioneering international career that ultimately made his name synonymous with India.

Understanding Hindustani Classical Vocal Music Munshiram Manoharial Public Limited

Introduction to Indian classical music, with particular reference to vocal melodic patterns.

Ragas in Indian classical music New Delhi : Indian Book Company

On the scales and permutations and combinations in different Hindustani ragas; also includes musical letter notations on the ragas.

An Introduction to the Indian Melodic System of Music Nimbus Publishing (CN)

This Is An Indispensable And Enriching Reference Work For The Connoisseur, Practising Musician, Interested Amateur, Impresario Teacher And Student.

New York Review of Books

Doctoral Thesis / Dissertation from the year 2019 in the subject Musicology, grade: NA, , language: English, abstract: The aim of the research work presented in this book, is to find important features of the music signal: so that we can classify the raga into different category. It will encourage the scientific research in Indian Classical music, specifically Hindustani music. The main objectives of the study include: extraction of features of a music signal which are relevant for classification of the music signal using different techniques. To determine whether the artists singing the raga during a concert belongs to same gharana or different gharanas by finding the MFCC (Mel frequency cepstral co-efficients ) features of a music signal. Andrew plot is used to study the results. Comparison between two types of ragas, one being aesthetically known to be restful raga and the other restless in nature is done by finding statistical features. Distinction between the two types of raga is done by finding the mean,
standard deviation and inter onset interval. The transitory and non-transitory frequency movements between the notes of both ragas is determined. • Statistical modeling of ragas is done to distinguish between restful ragas and restless ragas. Simple exponential smoothing techniques is used for modeling the restless ragas Pilu and Bhairavi and double exponential smoothing techniques is used for modeling the restful raga Todi. • The work is focused on music emotion representation. The characteristics features of music signals such as rhythm, melody, pitch and timbre are studied. Among these which parameter(s) play a major role in creating happy or sad emotion in the song or music samples are studied.
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